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ABSTRACT
Drug-induced lupus erythematosus (DILE) is a syndrome triggered by an uncontrolled immune response that occurs after
exposure to certain medications. It represents approximately 10-15% of all cases of patients diagnosed with idiopathic systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE), highlighting that the pathogenic mechanisms that lead to autoimmunity are still partially described.
The clinical manifestations are usually associated with general signs or symptoms such as weight loss, arthralgia, myalgia, nondeforming arthritis, temperature rises and serositis, and may even cause skin alterations and, rarely, cardiac, renal or central
nervous system involvement. The diagnosis must be carried out carefully given the similarity that it could present with SLE and in
this document you will find a systematic review of general data related to the problem in question, which will allow expanding the
associated knowledge and promote the timely identification of all cases.
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INTRODUCTION
Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an autoimmune disease
of multifactorial origin that is closely associated with various
genetic or environmental factors, in addition to various clinical
manifestations such as skin rashes, neuropsychiatric disorders,
pulmonary serositis, arthritis and glomerulonephritis. [1]. Its
appearance begins predominantly in youth and early adulthood,
presenting peaks of maximum incidence between 15 and 55
years, which is estimated at approximately 1 to 23 per 100,000
inhabitants per year. The female/male ratio is 9:1 respectively

[2] and its management is based on the implementation of
combined pharmacological therapies that systematically include
the administration of corticosteroids [3]. Over the years, it has
been possible to identify that various types of drugs have the
ability to generate an excessive immune response in patients with
various types of genetic predisposition for SLE, thus unmasking
pathologies that were asymptomatic prior to the use of the drug,
exacerbating the of the condition already diagnosed or finally,
triggering syndromes that present similar manifestations [1]. This
has been collectively referred to as drug-induced lupus or DILE,
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which was first described in 1945 in association with sulfadiazine
administration. This situation develops in patients with no history
of autoimmune disease and represents 10 to 15% of all reported
cases [1,2].

DILE is considered a rare and reversible process characterized
by the presence of signs and symptoms similar to those found
in patients diagnosed with SLE; however, the epidemiology as
well as the clinical course differ significantly. More than 90 drugs
related to this condition have been reported, with hydralazine and
procainamide being the most commonly mentioned [3,4]. Currently
there are no unanimously established classification criteria for
diagnosis due to the diversity of manifestations that can be found,
however, under medical suspicion, the presence of criteria such
as being treated with a suspected drug should be documented. at
least one month duration; present symptoms such as arthralgia,
fever, weight loss, serositis and rash and finally, determine the

RESULTS

positivity of ANA and anti-histones in the absence of other specific
markers [4,5]. It is important to mention that, despite the fact
that the establishment of the causal relationship represents a
challenge for healthcare personnel, the clinical improvement after
drug withdrawal, as well as the negativization of autoantibodies, is
essential for the comprehensive approach.

METHODOLOGY

A systematic search of original articles, case reports and
bibliographical reviews is carried out in databases specialized in
the exposed topic such as ScienceDirect, Pubmed, Elsevier, Scielo
and Medline. Search keywords such as: “LUPUS”, “DILE”, “induction”,
“medications” and “autoimmune” are used, carefully selecting a
total of 16 bibliographical references in the Spanish and English
languages that were relevant for the development of the study. this
review article.

Figure 1: Classification according to association and risk of medications related to drug-induced lupus.
Currently, approximately 90 drugs related to the induction
of DILE have been described for which two broad classifications
known as the level of risk and the association with the disease have
been determined. In the first section, subgroups of high, moderate,
and low risk (<5%, 1-5%, 0.1-1% respectively) will be found,
while in the second, definitive, probable and possible association
will be discussed [2]; (Figure 1). It is important to mention that
there is no uniformity in the pharmacology, characteristics or
indication of medications related to the presentation of this entity,
since they belong to at least ten different categories, among which
antiarrhythmics, antihypertensives, antipsychotics, antibiotics,
anticonvulsants stand out antithyroid, anti-inflammatory, statins
and anti-TNF-a. Only five of all related drugs have the ability to
regularly generate antinuclear antibodies, with procainamide
being the most frequently associated drug [90% positive ANCAS,
30% DILE] followed by hydralazine [4] (Figure 1).

Regarding the pathophysiological mechanisms of the
disease, there is no single recognized cause of the induction of
autoimmunity. However, it is important to mention that there is a
certain degree of related genetic susceptibility, since it has been
established that relatives of patients diagnosed with SLE are more
likely to generate the drug-induced form. It has also been reported
that slow acetylators managed with hydralazine or procainamide
generate ANA positivity more quickly and progress more frequently
C 2022 Open Access Journal of Biomedical Science

to symptomatic DILE [2]. Currently, there are 4 hypotheses related
to this process:

a. Hapten hypothesis: Drugs and their metabolites could have
the ability to generate haptens by binding to proteins, which
would trigger an excessive immune response by T and B cells [4].
Additionally, it has been established that this union could produce
an antigenic transformation in proteins [3].
b. Direct cytotoxicity hypothesis: Through in vitro studies,
with little evidence, the hypothesis has been postulated that the
metabolites involved in the process could generate direct alteration
in apoptotic cells through the deterioration of their degradation
and clearance capacity [3]. This would generate loss of tolerance
towards self-antigens and direct cell death.

c. Lymphocyte activation hypothesis: spleen cells from
murine specimens exposed in vitro[4]at high concentrations
of procainamide and hydralazine have shown an increased
proliferative response towards autologous antigen-presenting
cells, which facilitates the differentiation of B cells into antibodysecreting plasma cells [2].
d. Alteration of central immune tolerance: Through in vitro
studies, it has been shown that when drugs related to the induction
of lupus are applied in the thymus, an alteration is generated at
the level of tolerance of autoantigens. This is derived from the
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sustained creation of antichromatin antibodies that cause selfantigens previously presented by the major histocompatibility
complex to thymocytes not to be recognized peripherally by T
lymphocytes [1,3]. The clinical spectrum of DILE varies from
circumscribed cutaneous signs to systemic involvement, which is
generally reported as mild. Its onset is insidious and can debut from
the first days of exposure to the drug until years after the start of
pharmacological treatment. There are three forms of presentation
for the pathology which are known as: systemic DILE, subacute
cutaneous DILE and chronic cutaneous DILE [4,6].

TELL Systemic

It is mainly characterized by the presence of general symptoms
and signs such as temperature rises, myalgias, arthritis in small joints
that does not generate deformity and serositis [5]. Mucocutaneous
manifestations are usually common, often showing classic signs
such as malar rash, discoid lesions, hair loss or the presence of
oral ulcers [5,6]. This clinical pattern is typical of cases induced
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by hydralazine and the severity is directly related to the time of
exposure to the drug. Severe complications such as pericarditis,
cardiac tamponade, pulmonary infiltrates, renal involvement, and
neurological involvement are likely but rare [7].

Subacute Cutaneous DILE

The clinical and serological presentation is similar to
that evidenced in SLE and, additionally, it also agrees that the
presentation is more prevalent in older women [8]. The skin findings
are characterized by scaly eruptions with a papulosquamous
pattern located in areas frequently exposed to the sun, such as the
face, chest, and arms; however, the lesions can spread to affect nonphotoexposed areas, such as the lower third of the back (Figure
2). Extracutaneous manifestations are usually absent, and most
patients have complete remission of symptoms approximately 8
weeks after stopping the offending drug. There may be positivity
in anti-Ro/SSA and anti-La-SSB, which will become negative at
approximately 8 months [1].

Figure 2: Skin involvement in drug-induced lupus erythematosus. Cases secondary to the use of anticonvulsants. A:
Papulosquamous psoriariform lesions on the chest and face. B: Squamous and erythematous annular lesions on the
back [3].

Chronic Cutaneous DIL
This clinical presentation is usually manifested by the presence
of classic discoid-type lesions in areas that are frequently exposed
to the sun, such as the face, chest, and arms. Systemic manifestations
are usually absent, and resolution occurs in the first 5 months after
drug suspension [8,9].

DISCUSSION

Drug-induced systemic lupus erythematosus was first reported
in 1945 in a patient receiving sulfadiazine therapy. Later, in 1952, a
series of cases related to hydralazine was reported. It is estimated
that approximately 15,000 to 30,000 new cases occur each year in
the United States, representing around 10-15% of the number of
patients with SLE [10]. Whereas its incidence is variable depending
largely on the medication associated with the pathology. The
proportion of the appearance of the condition does not change
significantly between men and women, however, it has been
possible to show a higher prevalence in white patients, as well as
in older adults [11]. DILE is considered a medical disorder whose
clinical presentation depends on the person’s intrinsic conditions,
as well as various pharmacological associations. However, there
are a number of risk factors related to its appearance, such as drug
metabolism and characteristics. their immunogenicity. Similarly,
regardless of the mechanisms, the clinical features will always be
mediated by autoimmunity.
On the other hand, according to Aguirre [4] hydralazine,
procainamide, isoniazid, methyldopa, quinidine, minocycline and
chlorpromazine are the only ones associated by means of controlled
C
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prospective studies. The manifestations and the serological profile
are associated with the type of drug, so it is not possible to clearly
describe a single usual pattern. In systemic involvement, the
presence of general symptoms such as weight loss, temperature
rises, arthralgia, myalgia and serositis while, in the skin condition,
alterations related to erythema nodosum, purpura, urticaria,
necrotizing vasculitis, discoid lupus and, less frequently, malar rash
will be described, photosensitivity, oral ulcers or alopecia [12].
Rubin [11] mentions that necrotizing vasculitis is more frequent
when the drug administered belongs to pharmacological families
such as angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, calcium channel
blockers and anti-tumor necrosis factor; additionally, Aguirre and
López [4] assure that renal, pulmonary and central nervous system
involvement is rarely described. The diagnosis of DILE usually
represents a challenge for healthcare personnel, greatly hindering
the timely and rapid perception of the cases that have occurred, which
is why, in order to facilitate the process, various authors, including
Valenzuela [5]. They tell us that, in general, the clinical condition can
be suspected in patients with no history of autoimmune conditions,
with positive antinuclear antibodies (present in more than 80% of
cases) [4] and with symptoms indicative of SLE. In the same way,
they assure that a complete medical study must be carried out that
contains a blood count, metabolic panel, urinalysis and serological
profile [5] (antinuclear antibodies, anti-double-stranded DNA, antihistone, anti-Sm and anti-RO, anti-La). In this part, it is important to
mention that different medications have the capacity to generate an
autoimmune response with induction of autoantibodies, but their
positivity has not been associated, in all cases, with the presence of
the disease [13].
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On the other hand, Wales [10] ensure that hematological
abnormalities and hypocomplementemia evidenced in SLE
are rare in DILE. In most of the reported case series, the clinical
picture resolves satisfactorily after discontinuation of the drug,
however, the recovery time will largely depend on the type of drug,
the extent of the manifestations, and the characteristics of the
patient [8]. The reality is that there are no randomized trials that
have been responsible for evaluating the approach to therapeutic
management in patients with DILE; however, most authors agree
with the idea of the benefit that the use of effective medications for
idiopathic SLE could represent in these patients [12]. In general,
arthralgia and arthritis could be controlled with non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), cutaneous, musculoskeletal, and
constitutional symptoms with hydroxychloroquine (if they do not
resolve spontaneously after 8 weeks) and in some cases, especially
in patients with pleurisy or severe pericarditis, use of systemic
glucocorticoids may be beneficial [13]. Antinuclear antibodies
could remain detectable for up to 12 months [14].

Differential diagnoses for DILE are usually first SLE followed
by hypersensitivity reactions. As previously clarified, SLE and DILE
differ not only in the extent of target organ damage but also in the
characteristics of the clinical manifestations and autoimmunity. For
their part, Pretel [10] comment that hypersensitivity reactions can
be easily ruled out since there is no evidence of the production of
specific T lymphocytes directed towards the drug or antibodies,
clinical manifestations are evident for months or even years after
the initial exposure to the drug, the clinical picture will depend on
the accumulated dose and, finally, in case the drug was administered
again in the patient [15-20].

CONCLUSION

Drug-induced lupus erythematosus is considered an
autoimmune disorder resulting from exposure to specific
medications. The manifestations may be associated with systemic
or cutaneous involvement and resolve, in most cases, within a few
days of having withdrawn the associated compound. At this point, it
is important to highlight that various drugs have the ability to induce
the production of autoantibodies without triggering the disease as
such, so it must be recognized that the positivity of these elements
does not always require the suspension of the drug. Finally, with
the continuous development of medical therapies, it is expected
that in the coming years the number of reported cases will increase
significantly, so it is important that the healthcare personnel of
the health services be trained for the effective recognition of the
various forms of presentation, as well as in the establishment of
comprehensive management.
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